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Q.  Just get your comments on your day today. 

 

ANDRE IGUODALA:  Today was good.  I woke up really early, sun wasn't even out, but for 

me, as long as I'm playing golf I'm in a good place.  Kind of my second passion right now.  

Not quite as good as I would like to be, but I'm getting better every day.  I'm just having fun. 

 

Q.  How about playing with Justin today? 

 

ANDRE IGUODALA:  Justin's a good friend of mine.  We text about the season, I'm 

always keeping a close eye on him, see how he's doing throughout the season.  He's 

had a really good year.  He was close to making the Ryder Cup team so I'm really 

pulling for him.  Kind of next wave of guys that are going to take off at the next level. 

 

Q.  See any similarities between golf and basketball? 

 

ANDRE IGUODALA:  Yeah, there's a lot of similarities.  You've got to have decent feel, 

especially around greenside bunkers, somewhat like a floater in basketball.  Got to have 

really good balance.  And it's a mental game as well.  Got your highs and your lows, just got 

to kind of balance everything out.  

 

Q.  How would you describe your swing out there for someone seeing it for the first 

time? 

 

ANDRE IGUODALA:  My swing, oh.  I can hit it really far, I've just got to figure out how to 

control it.  (Inaudible). 

 

Q.  You've been on the biggest stage in your sport.  Do you still get nervous out here 

teeing it up? 

 

ANDRE IGUODALA:  Yeah, it's a little different because I'm used to playing golf with myself 

or my friends, laid back, a little casual.  Got a lot of eyes on you.  The expectations are a 

little higher than they should be.  Some people think that I should play golf as good as I play 

basketball, there's only a few people who do that, Steph being one of those guys.  That 

weird talent.  Get a little nervous, but it's fun. 
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